### (a) PAS for Verb: **RUN**

**Sense:** operate, proceed

**Arguments:**
- Arg0: operator
- Arg1: machine, operation, procedure
- Arg2: employer
- Arg3: coworker
- Arg4: instrumental

**Example:**
Mr. Stromach wants to resume a more influential role in running the company.
- Arg0: Mr. Stromach
- REL: running
- Arg1: the company

### (b) PAS for Verb: **RUN**

**Sense:** walk quickly

**Arguments:**
- Arg0: runner
- Arg1: course, race, distance

**Example:**
John ran the Boston Marathon.
- Arg0: John
- REL: ran
- Arg1: the Boston Marathon

### (c) PAS for Verb: **RUN**

**Sense:** encounter

**Arguments:**
- Arg0: encounterer
- Arg1: thing encountered

**Example:**
John ran into problems with his dissertation. Again. And again.
- Arg0: John
- REL: ran
- Arg1: problems with his dissertation